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Abstract 

Many AI problems can be modeled as constraint 
satisfaction problems (CSP), but many of them 
are actually dynamic: the set of constraints to 
consider evolves because of the environment, the 
user or other agents in the framework of a dis- 
tributed system. In this context, computing a 
new solution from scratch after each problem 
change is possible, but has two important draw- 
backs: inefficiency and instability of the suc- 
cessive solutions. In this paper, we propose a 
method for reusing any previous solution and 
producing a new one by local changes on the 
previous one. First we give the key idea and 
the corresponding algorithm. Then we establish 
its properties: termination, correctness and com- 
pleteness. We show how it can be used to pro- 
duce a solution, either from an empty assign- 
ment, or from any previous assignment and how 
it can be improved using filtering or learning 
methods, such as forward-checking or nogood- 
recording. Experimental results related to effi- 
ciency and stability are given, with comparisons 
with well known algorithms such as backtrack, 
heuristic repair or dynamic backtracking. 

Problem description 
Recently, much effort has been spent to increase the 
efficiency of the constraint satisfaction algorithms: fil- 
tering, learning and decomposition techniques, im- 
proved backtracking, use of efficient representations 
and heuristics . . .This effort resulted in the design of 
constraint reasoning tools which were used to solve nu- 
merous real problems. 

However all these techniques assume that the set of 
variables and constraints which compose the CSP is 
completely known and fixed. This is a strong limitation 
when dealing with real situations where the CSP under 
consideration may evolve because of: 
e the environment: evolution of the set of tasks to be 

performed and/or of their execution conditions in 
scheduling applications; 

e the user: evolution of the user requirements in the 
framework of an interactive design; 

o other agents in the framework of a distributed sys- 
tem. 

The notion of dynamic CSP (DCSP) (Dechter & 
Dechter 1988) h as been introduced to represent such 
situations. A DCSP is a sequence of CSPs, where each 
one differs from the previous one by the addition or 
removal of some constraints. It is indeed easy to see 
that all the possible changes to a CSP (constraint or 
domain modifications, variable additions or removals) 
can be expressed in terms of constraint additions or 
removals. 

To solve such a sequence of CSPs, it is always pos- 
sible to solve each one from scratch, as it has been 
done for the first one. But this naive method, which 
remembers nothing from the previous reasoning, has 
two important drawbacks: 
0 ineflciency, which may be unacceptable in the 

framework of real time applications (planning, 
scheduling, etc.), where the time allowed for replan- 
ning is limited; 

CB instability of the successive solutions, which may be 
unpleasant in the framework of an interactive design 
or a planning activity, if some work has been started 
on the basis of the previous solution. 

The existing methods can be classified in three groups: 

0 

heuristic methods, which consist of using any pre- 
vious consistent assignment (complete or not) as a 
heuristic in the framework of the current CSP (Hen- 
tenryck & Provost 1991); 
Zocal repair methods, which consist of starting from 
any previous consistent assignment (complete or 
not) and of repairing it, using a sequence of local 
modifications (modifications of only one variable as- 
signment) (Minton et al. 1992; Selman, Levesque, & 
Mitchell 1992; Ghedira 1993); 
constraint recording methods, which consist of 
recording any kind of constraint which can be de- 
duced in the framework of a CSP and its justifica 
tion, in order to reuse it in the framework of any new 
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CSP which includes this justification(de Kleer 1989; 
Hentenryck & Provost 1991; Schiex & Verfaillie 
1993). 
The methods of the first two groups aim at impro- 

ving both efficiency and stability, whereas those of the 
last group only aim at improving efficiency. A little 
apart from the previous ones, a fourth group gathers 
methods which aim at minimizing the distance between 
successive solutions (Bellicha 1993). 

Key idea 
The proposed method originated in previous studies for 
the French Space Agency (CNES) (Badie & Verfaillie 
1989) which aimed at designing a scheduling system 
for a remote sensing satellite (SPOT). In this problem, 
the set of tasks to be performed evolved each day be- 
cause of the arrival of new tasks and the achievement 
of previous ones. One of the requirements was to dis- 
turb as little as possible the previous scheduling when 
entering a new task. 

For solving such a problem, the following idea was 
used: it is possible to enter a new task t iff there exists 
for t a location such that all the tasks whose location 
is incompatible with t’s location can be removed and 
entered again one after another, without modifying t’s 
location. 

In terms of CSP, the same idea can be expressed as 
follows: let us consider a binary CSP; let A be a con- 
sistent assignment of a subset V of the variables;’ let 
v be a variable which does not belong to V; we can 
assign v i.e., obtain a consistent assignment of V u (v) 
iff there exists a value val of v such that we can assign 
val to v, remove all the assignments (v’, vaZ’) which are 
inconsistent with (v, val) and assign these unassigned 
variables again one after another, without modifying 
v’s assignment. If the assignment AU((v, val)) is con- 
sistent, there is no variable to unassign and the solu- 
tion is immediate. Note that it is only for the sake of 
simplicity that we consider here a binary CSP. As we 
will see afterwards, the proposed method deals with 
general n-ary CSPs. 

With such a method, for which we use the name local 
changes (Zc) and which clearly belongs to the second 
group (Zocal repair methods), solving a CSP looks like 
solving a fifteen puzzle problem: a sequence of variable 
assignment changes which allows any consistent assign- 
ment to be extended to a larger consistent one. 

Algorithm 
The corresponding 
lows: 

algorithm can be described as fol- 

WSP) 
return Zc-variabZes(!8,8, variabZes(csp)) 

‘An assignment A of a subset of the CSP variables is 
consistent iff all the constraints assigned by A are satisfied; 
a constraint c is assigned by an assignment A iff all its 
variables are assigned by A. 

Zc-variabZes(V1, V2, Vs) 
; VI is a set of assigned and fixed variables 
; V2 is a set of assigned and not fixed variables 
; V3 is a set of unassigned variables 

if V3 = 0 
then return success 
else let v be a variable chosen in V3 

let d be its domain 
if Zc-variabZe(V1, V2, v, d) = faiZuTe 
then return failure 
else return Zc-variabZes(V1, Vz U (v), V3 - 

Zc-variabZe(V1, Vz, v, d) 
ifd=0 
then return failure 
else let val be a value chosen in d 

save-assignments(&) 
assign-variabZe(v, vaZ) 
if Zc-vaZue(V1, Vz, 21, val) = success 
then return success 
else unassign-vaTiabZe(v) 

restore-assignments( Vs) 
return Zc-variabZe(V1, Vi, v, d - (val}) 

Zc-vaZue( VI, V2, v, val) 
let be Al = assignment(&) 
let be Al2 = asaignment(V1 U V2) 
if A1 U ((v, vaZ)) is inconsistent 
then return fuiZuTe 
else if A12 U (( 21, vaZ)) is consistent 

then return success 
else let V3 a non empty subset of V2 such that 

let A123 = assignment(V1 U V2 - V3) 
Al23 U ((8, val)) is consistent 

unassign-variabZes( V3) 
return Zc-variabZes(V1 U (v), ‘& - v3, v3) 

Properties 
Let us consider the following theorems: 

Theorem 1 If the CSP csp is consistent (resp. in- 
consistent), the pTOCedUTe call Zc(csp) returns success 
(resp. failure); in case of success, the result is a con- 
sistent assignment of csp’s variables. 

Theorem 2 Let VI and V2 be two disjunct sets of 
assigned variables and let V3 be a set of unassigned 
variabzes; let be V = VI u V2 U V3; Zet be Al = 
assignment; if there exists (resp. does not exist) 
a consistent assignment A of V, such that AJv,= Al, 
the pTOCedUTt? call Zc-variabZes(V1, V2, V3) Tetums suc- 
cess (resp. faizure);’ in case of success, the result is a 
consistent assignment of V. 

Theorem 3 Let VI and V2 be two disjunct sets of as- 
signed variables; Zet v be an unassigned variable; let 
d be its domain; let be V = VI u I.5 u (v); let be 

2Let A be an assignment of a subset V of the CSP vari- 
ables and V' be a subset of V; the notation AJvt designates 
the restriction of A to V'. 
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Al = assignment(&); if there exists (resp. does since Al U(( v, val)} is consistent, the procedure does 
not exist) a consistent assignment A of V, such that not immediatelyreturn faiZure; either A~~u((v, val)} 
A J.v,= Al, the pTOCedUTe call Zc-variabZe(V;, V2, v, d) is consistent and the procedure returns immediately 
returns success (resp. failure); in case of success, the success, with a consistent assignment of V, or it is 
result is a consistent assignment of V. not and: 

Theorem 4 Let VI and V2 be two disjunct sets of 
variabzes; Zet v be an unassigned variable; let vaZ be 
one of its possible vakes; let be V = VI U V2 U (v); 
let be Al = assignnaent(V1); if there exists (resp. 
does not exist) a consistent assignment A of V, such 
that A Iv~u+,)= AI U (( v,vaZ)}, the procedure call 
Zc-vaZue(Vl) V2, v, val) returns success (resp. failure); 
in case of success, the result is a consistent assignment 
OfV. 

- there exists a non empty subset V3 of V2 such that 
A123 U ((21, vaZ)} is consistent: for example, 55; 

Theorem 1 expresses the termination, correctness 
and compZeteness properties of the algorithm. Theo- 
rems 2, 3, 4 express the same properties for the proce- 
dures Zc-variables, Zc-variable and Zc-value. 

It is easy to show that Theorem 1 (resp. 2 and 3) is 
a straigthforward consequence of Theorem 2 (resp. 3 
and 4). 

Let us consider the set V23 of the not fixed variables 
(V23 = V2 U 55 for the procedure Zc-variabZes, V23 = 
V2 U (v) for the procedures Zc-variable and Zc-vaZue). 
It is just as easy to show that, if Theorem 3 (resp. 
Theorem 4) holds when 1 V23 1 < k, then Theorem 2 
(resp. Theorem 3) holds under the same condition. 

Let us now use an induction on the cardinal of V23 
to prove Theorems 2, 3 and 4. 

Let us assume that (V23 1 = 1 and let us prove The- 
orem 4 in this case. Let us consider a procedure call 
Zc-vaZue(V~,0,v, val): 

- whatever the set chosen for V3, the call to Zc- 
variables returns success with a consistent assign- 
ment of V, according to the induction assumption; 

e let us now assume that there exists no consistent 
assignment A of V, such that A .lvlu{v)= Al U 
((v, vaz)}; since Al2 U (( 21, val)) is inconsistent, the 
procedure does not immediately return success; ei- 
ther ArU((v, val)) is inconsistent and the procedure 
returns immediately failure, or it is not and: 
- there exists a non empty subset V3 of 55 such that 

A123 u((val)} is consistent: for example, Vz; 
- whatever the set chosen for V3, the call to Zc- 

variabzes returns failure, according to the induc- 
tion assumption. 

Theorem 4 and consequently Theorems 3 and 4 are 
proven, when IV231 = k. They are therefore proven 
whatever the cardinal of V23. That allows us to con- 
clude that Theorem 1 is proven i.e., that the algorithm 
described above ends, is correct and complete. 

Practical use 
Prom a practical point of view, the problem is now to 
choose a set V3 that is as small as possible, in order to 
reduce the number of variables that need to be unas- 
signed and subsequently reassigned. let us assume that there exists a consistent assign- 

ment A of V, such that A~v,~{~)= A1 U ((v, val)); 
since V = VI U (v), Al U ((v, val)) and Al2 U 
((v, val)) are equal and consistent and the proce- 
dure returns success; the resulting assignment Al U 
{(v,vaZ)) of V is consistent; 
let us now assume that there exists no consistent 
assignment A of V, such that A ~v,~(,,)= A1 U 
((v,vaZ)}; since V = VI U (v}, Al U ((v, val)} is 
inconsistent and the procedure returns failure. 

Theorem 4, and consequently Theorem 3 and 2 are 
proven in this particular case. 

Let us assume that Theorems 2, 3 and 4 hold when 
IV231 < k and let us prove that they hold when IV231 = 
k. 

Let us first consider Theorem 4 and a procedure 
call Zc-vaZue(V1, V2, v, val), with IV2 I = k - 1. Let us 
note that, when the procedure Zc-variabZes is recur- 
sively called, its arguments satisfy the following rela- 
tions: Vi U Vi = V2 (IVi31 = k- 1) and V{UViUV. = 
VI U V2 U (v} = V. This allows us to use the induction 
assumption: 
e let us assume that there exists a consistent assign- 

ment A of V, such that AJv~~{~}= A1 U ((v, vaZ)}; 

In the general case of n-ary CSPs, a simple method 
consists of choosing one variable to be unassigned 
for each constraint which is unsatisfied by the as- 
signment Al2 U (( v, val)). The resulting assignment 
A123 u ((%vaz)) is consistent, since all the previously 
unsatisfied constraints are no longer assigned, but we 
have no guarantee that the resulting set V3 is one of 
the smallest ones. Note that it does not modify the 
termination, correctness and completeness properties 
of the algorithm. It may only alter its results in terms 
of efficiency and stability. We did not compare the cost 
of searching for one of the smallest sets of variables to 
be unassigned with the resulting saving. 

In the particular case of binary CSPs, a simpler 
method consists of unassigning each variable whose as- 
signment is inconsistent with (v, val). The resulting set 
V3 is the smallest one. 

It is important to note that this algorithm is able to 
solve any CSP, either starting from an empty assign- 
ment (from scratch), or starting from any previous as- 
signment. The description above (see Algorithm) cor- 
responds to the first situation. In the second one, if 
A is the starting assignment, then the first step con- 
sists of producing a consistent assignment A’ that is 
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included in A and as large as possible. The method 
presented above can be used. If V2 (resp. Vs) is 
the resulting set of assigned (resp. unassigned) varia- 
bles, the CSP can be solved using the procedure call 
Zc-variabZes( 0, Vz, V3) (no fixed variable). 

Comparisons and improvements 
The resulting algorithm is related to the backjumping 
(Dechter 1990; Prosser 1993), i&e&gent backtracking 
(Bruynooghe 1981), dy namic backtracking (Ginsberg 
1993) and heuristic repair (Minton et al. 1992) algo- 
rithms, but is nevertheless different from each of them. 
Like the first one, it avoids useless backtracking on 
choices which are not involved in the current conflict. 
Like the following two ones, it avoids, when backtra- 
cking, undoing choices which are not involved in the 
current conflict. Like the last one, it allows the search 
to be started from any previous assignment. But back- 
jumping, inteZZigent and dynamic backtracking are not 
built for dealing with dynamic CSPs, and heuristic re- 
pair uses the usual backtracking mechanism. Finally, 
ZocaZ changes combines the advantages of an efficient 
backtracking mechanism with an ability to start the 
search from any previous assignment. 

Moreover, it can be improved, without any problem, 
by using any filtering or learning method, such as 
forward-checking or nogood-recording (Schiex & Verfail- 
lie 1993). The only difference is the following one: for 
backtrack, forward-checking and nogood-recording are 
applied from the assigned variables; for ZocaZ changes, 
as for heuristic repair, they are applied from the as- 
signed and fixed variables. Note that the combination 
of local changes and nogood-recording is an example of 
solution and reasoning reuse. 

Experiments 
In order to provide useful comparisons, eight algo- 
rithms have been implemented on the basis of the 
following four basic algorithms: backtrack (bt), dy- 
namic backtracking (dbt), heuristic repair (hrp) and 
ZocaZ changes (Zc), using conjlict directed backjumping 
(cbj) and backward (bc) or forward-checking (fc): bt- 
cbj-bc, bt-cbj-fc, dbt-bc, dbt-fc, hrp-cbj-bc, hrp-cbj-fc, 
Zc-bc and Zc-fc. 

Each time there is no ambiguity, we will use the 
abbreviations bt, dbt, hrp and Zc to designate these al- 
gorithms. Note that dbt and Zc can not be improved 
by cbj, because they already use a more powerful back- 
tracking mechanism. 

Heuristics 
For each algorithm, we used the following simple yet 
efficient heuristics: 

m choice of the variable to be assigned, unassigned or 
reassigned: choose the variable whose domain is the 
smallest one; 

e choice of the value: 
- for bt and dbt: first use the value the variable had 

in the previous solution, if it exists; 
- for hrp and Zc: choose the value which minimizes 

the number of unsatisfied constraints. 

In the case of bt, dbt and hrp, the previous solution 
is recorded, if it exists. In the case of bt and dbt, it 
is used in the framework of the choice of the value. 
In the case of hrp, it is used as a starting assignment. 
In the case of Zc, the greatest consistent assignment 
previously found (a solution if the previous problem 
is consistent) is also recorded and used as a starting 
assignment. 

For the four algorithms, two trivial cases are solved 
without any search: the previous CSP is consistent 
(resp. inconsistent) and there is no added (resp. re- 
moved) constraint. 

CSP generation 
Following (Hubbe & Freuder 1992), we randomly ge- 
nerated a set of problems where: 

the number nv of variables is equal to 15; 
for each variable, the cardinality of its domain is 
randomly generated between 6 and 16; 
all the constraints are binary; 
the connectivity con of the constraint graph i.e., 
the ratio between the number of constraints and the 
number of possible constraints, takes five possible 
values: 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1; 
the mean tightness rnt of the constraints i.e., the 
mean ratio between the number of forbidden pairs 
of values and the number of possible pairs of values, 
takes five possible values: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9; 
for a given value of mt, the tightness of each cons- 
traint is randomly generated between mt - 0.1 and 
mt + 0.1. 
the size ch of the changes i.e., the ratio between 
the number of additions or removals and the number 
of constraints, takes six possible values: 0.01, 0.02, 
0.04, 0.08 and 0.16 et 0.32. 
For each of the 25 possible pairs (con, mt), 5 pro- 

blems were generated. For each of the 125 resulting 
initial problems and for each of the 6 possible values of 
ch, a sequence of 10 changes was generated, with the 
same probability for additions and removals. 

Measures 
In terms of efficiency, the three usual measures were 
performed: number of nodes, number of constraint 
checks and cpu time. In terms of stability, the dis- 
tance between two successive solutions i.e., the num- 
ber of variables which are differently assigned in both 
solutions, was measured each time both exist. 
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nv = 15, 6 5 dom 5 16, ch = 0.04 
number of constraint checks 

mt 
con 
0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

1 

0.1 1 0.3 

backward checking 

1 0.5 

C bt 12 
hrp 13 
dbt 12 
lc 3 

C bt 32 
hrp 33 
dbt 32 
lc 8 

C bt 56 
hrp 57 
dbt 56 
lc 19 

C bt 75 
hw 63 
dbt 68 
IC 25 

C bt 0 
hrp 0 
dbt 0 
lc 0 

C bt 10 c bt 127 ci bt 21 954 
hrp 11 hrp 24 hv 30 330 
dbt 10 dbt 23 dbt 2 508 
lc 4 lc 27 lc 248 

C bt 84 ci bt 21 536 i bt 788 
hr P 61 hrP 100 752 hrp 110 240 
dbt 45 dbt 11 020 dbt 326 
lc 39 lc 6257 lc 471 

C bt 518 i bt 29 601 i bt 3 189 
hrp 472 hv 159 511 hw 27 617 
dbt 104 dbt 8 050 dbt 802 
lc 89 lc 17 399 lc 941 

C bt 13 558 i bt 2 777 i bt 72 
hrp 81 291 hv 125 966 hrp 10 046 
dbt 5 126 dbt 1 235 dbt 57 
lc 10 591 lc 1 470 lc 131 

ci bt 45 179 i bt 1 424 i bt 370 
hrp 469 701 hrp 110 541 hrp 3 459 
dbt 19 265 dbt 805 dbt 171 
lc 132 203 lc 3 500 lc 181 

forward checking 

mt 0.1 1 0.3 

0.7 0.9 

i bt 96 
hw 3 862 
dbt 21 
lc 6 

i bt 297 
hrp 10 263 
dbt 95 

hv 2 050 
dbt 5 

i bt 8 
hrp 2 161 
dbt 7 

con 
0.2 c bt 144 c bt 92 

hrp 16 hrP 15 
dbt 144 dbt 93 
lc 23 lc 21 

0.4 c bt 346 c bt 254 
hrp 39 hw 63 
dbt 346 dbt 261 
lc 75 lc 104 

0.6 c bt 548 c bt 321 
hrp 70 hrp 191 
dbt 548 dbt 341 
lc 143 lc 205 

0.8 c bt 558 c bt 1 379 
hrp 76 hrp 6 791 
dbt 564 dbt 1 761 
lc 185 lc 2 081 

1 c bt 0 ci bt 8 092 
hrp 0 hrp 98 755 
dbt 0 dbt 10 573 
lc 0 lc 37 891 

Results 

lc bt 104 
hrp 40 
dbt 106 
lc 45 

ci bt 1 245 
hw 6 732 
dbt 1 554 
lc 1 953 

i bt 2 336 
hrp 12 392 
dbt 2 749 
lc 5 526 

i bt 987 
hrp 6 521 
dbt 858 
lc 757 

i bt 1 857 
hrp 4 772 
dbt 1 687 
lc 1 373 

The two tables above show the mean number of cons- 
traint checks, when solving dynamic problems with 
changes of intermediate size (ch = 0.04). The first 
one show the results obtained when using backward- 
checking: bt-cbj-bc, dbt-bc, hrp-cbj-bc and Zc-bc. The 
second one show the same results obtained when using 
forward-checking: bt-cbj-fc, dbt-fc, hrp-cbj-fc and Zc-fc. 

nc the top left corner of each cell, a letter c (resp. i) 
means that all the problems are consistent (resp. in- 
consistent). Two letters (ci) mean that some of them 
are consistent and the others inconsistent. The less 

ci bt 386 i bt 24 
hv 2 591 b 11 
dbt 257 dbt 17 
lc 113 lc 3 

i bt 260 i bt 29 
hrp 2 850 hrp 69 
dbt 233 dbt 29 
lc 275 lc 27 

i bt 316 i bt 11 
hv 1 253 hw 348 
dbt 314 dbt 11 
lc 468 lc 7 

i bt 185 i bt 15 
hrp 562 hv 7 
dbt 169 dbt 15 
lc 100 lc 2 

i bt 279 i bt 28 
b 746 hrp 53 
dbt 281 dbt 28 
lc 124 lc 6 

(resp. more) constrained problems, with small (resp. 
large) values for con and mt i.e., with few loose (resp. 
many tight) constraints, are in the top left (resp. bot- 
tom right) of each table. 

,Each number is the mean value of a set of 50 re- 
sults (5 * 10 dynamic problems). In each cell, the algo- 
rithm(s) which provides the best result is(are) pointed 
out in bold. 

Analysis 

As it has been previously observed (Cheeseman, Kanef- 
sky, & Taylor 1991), the hardest problems are neither 

0.7 0.9 
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the least constrained (solution quickly found), nor the 
most constrained (inconsistency quickly established), 
but the intermediate ones, for them it is difficult to 
establish the consistency or the inconsistency. 

If we consider the first table, with backward- 
checking, we can see that: 

hrp is efficient on the least constrained problems, 
but inefficient and sometimes very inefficient on the 
others; 
dbt is always better than bt and the best one on the 
intermediate problems; 
Zc is almost always better than hrp and the best one, 
both on the least constrained problems and the most 
constrained ones; it is better on loosely connected 
problems than on the others; it is nevertheless ineffi- 
cient on intermediate strongly connected problems. 
If we consider the second table, with forwad 

checking, the previous lessons must be modified, be- 
cause forward-checking benefits bt and hrp more than 
dbt and Zc (the number of constraint checks is roughly 
divided by 12 for bt and hrp, by 3 for dbt and Zc): 
e hrp becomes 

problems; 
the best one on the least constrained 

e bt and dbt are the best ones on the intermediate ones; 
o Zc remains the best one on the most constrained ones. 

Note that these results might be different in case 
of n-ary constraints on which forward-checking is less 
efficient. 

We do not show any results related to the cpu time 
because number of constraint checks and cpu time are 
strongly correlated, in spite of a little overhead for hrp 
and Zc (around 850 constraint checks per second for bt 
and dbt, around 650 for hrp and Zc; this aspect depends 
widely on the implementation). 

More surprising, the four algorithms provide very 
similar results in terms of distance between successive 
solutions. It seems to be the result of the mechanisms 
of each algorithm and of the heuristics used to choose 
the value. 

Note finally that, although hrp and Zc provide better 
results with small changes than with large ones, the 
results obtained with other change sizes do not modify 
the previous lessons. 

Conclusion 
Although other experiments are needed to confirm it, 
we believe that the proposed method may be very con- 
venient for solving large problems, involving binary 
and n-ary constraints, often globally underconstrained 
and subject to frequent and relatively small changes, 
such as many real scheduling problems. 
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